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By Brian Anderson, Eileen Anderson

Sunflower Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Walk & Eat Rhodes (2nd Revised
edition), Brian Anderson, Eileen Anderson, This pocket guide - the only walking guide for Rhodes -
is designed to add another dimension to a walking holiday on that island. It caters for those who
just want to stroll, those who may prefer a longer walk - or even those who are just looking for
recommendations on where to eat! Whether you fly out for a week or a fortnight, with this book
you'll have in your hand enough walks, excursions, tavernas or restaurants and recipes to last
throughout - so you can choose the most appealing. The book describes 12 walks and two
excursions and recommends restaurants en route (with sample menus). Following each restaurant
entry is one or more of their recipes, to be made in self-catering accommodation or at home. Other
sections include: planning your trip, logistics on arrival, shopping for self-catering (including health
food shops), local markets and specialities, glossary of local food terms, etc. Topographical
walking maps (1:35,000) accompany the clear walk instructions. Sunflower's online update service
with route-change information, users' recommendations and any changes to restaurant
information and recommendations makes sure...
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these ebook is the perfect publication accessible. It is writter in easy terms and not di icult to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Anastasia Kihn-- Anastasia Kihn

Great eBook and useful one. it was actually writtern really completely and useful. You are going to like the way the article writer publish this publication.
-- Prof. Ernestine Emard-- Prof. Ernestine Emard
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